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New Probe Data Sources to Measure Cycling 
Behavior and Safety
Chris Cherry: Associate Professor University of Tennessee




1. (e)Bikeshare and surrogate safety behavior
2. Fleet of instrumented “Grid” bikeshare bikes – route 
choice
3. Wrong way riding assessment using smartphone data
4. E-bikes in bikeshare systems – safety and health
• Next steps
Cycling use is part of the data/information revolution
Brief Introduction
App based data collection Fleet (bikeshare) telematics 
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Motivation: Do e-bikes alter safety behavior?
Case 1: E-bikes and bikeshare safety 
1. Speed
2. Stop sign compliance
3. Traffic signal compliance
4. Wrong-way riding
1. Langford, B. C., Chen, J. & Cherry, C. R. Risky	riding:	Naturalistic	methods	comparing	safety	behavior	from	conventional	
bicycle	riders	and	electric	bike	riders	. Accident Analysis and Prevention 82, 220–226 (2015).




































Motivation: Can we advance bicycle route choice 
with bigger bikeshare datasets?
Case 2: Commercial Bikeshare Route Choice
1. 5 months, 2014-2015
2. ~9000 trips, 1800 users
3. “Registered” and “Casual” users
Khatri, R., Cherry, C. R. & Nambisan, S. S. Modeling route choice of utilitarian bikeshare users with GPS data. 
Transportation Research Record (2016). doi:10.3141/2587-17
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Case 2: Commercial Bikeshare Route Choice
Est. Coeff. t -stat Rand. Err. Est.Coeff t -stat Rand. Err.
ln(length) -4.64 -17.77 0.261 -2.83 -15.05 0.188
Proportion of bike facilities 2.77 17.78 0.156 2.16 19.32 0.112
Number of left turns per mile -0.14 -10.22 0.014 -0.17 -13.61 0.013
Number of right turns per mile -0.14 -9.91 0.014 -0.13 -10.66 0.012
Proportion of one way -0.43 -3.63 0.119 0.11 1.20** 0.090
Numbers of signals per mile 0.25 17.99 0.014 0.24 20.81 0.012
AADT/1000 -0.16 -21.27 0.007 -0.08 -15.80 0.005
ln(length)*Peak hour -3.97 -6.63 0.598 -2.45 -5.19 0.472
Proportion of bike * Peak hour 0.93 3.23 0.288 0.46 1.92* 0.239
Proportion of one way * peak hour -0.57 -2.61 0.219 -0.49 -2.42 0.202
ln(PS) 1.26 15.77 0.080 1.17 18.82 0.062
Log Likelihood at Zero -5587.23 -7533.47
Log Likelihood at Convergence -4140.59 -6284.41
Adjusted Rho Squared w.r.t. Zero 0.2569 0.1643
Number of Cases 3958 5143
** - Insignificant
* - Significant at 90% Confidence Limit
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Motivation: Can we design roads to reduce wrong-
way riding (WWR)? 
Case 3: App Data and Wrong-way Riding
1. Little data, ~10-12% of bike crashes
2. CyclePhilly Dataset (one-way streets)
3. May 2014-April 2016, >3000 valid trips
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Case 4: E-bikes in bikeshare Health and Safety
Motivation: Do e-bikes impact safety and health in 
bikeshare?
1. Two Months of data (Oct-Nov 2016)
2. ~4300 trips, ~1400 users
3. Investigating differences in e-bike and 
conventional bicycle behavior
4. No difference in bike design, except e-
assist
Case 4: E-bikes in bikeshare Health and Safety
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E-bikes	mean	speed	– Bikes	mean	speed	in	each	segment
Conclusion
1. Many opportunities for unprecedented levels of 
analysis on bicyclist behavior
2. Safety, health, and behavior research applications 
are clear
3. Future consumer intelligence and marketing is 
emerging as motivator for instrumented bikeshare.  
4. Different resolutions of data enable different levels 
of analysis. Pre- Post-analysis
5. Data ownership matters
Future work
1. Can integrate machine learning into data to understand trip 
purpose and other indicators more clearly
2. More precision allows better analysis for sustainability outcomes
3. Validation of physical activity models to assess health outcomes
4. Improving “representativeness” of probe data
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